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Full transparency of the financing of political entities and election campaigns is one of the key
mechanisms for ensuring trust in the electoral process, especially in countries where corruption
is widespread. Transparency of money trail and openness towards the public are the basic
guarantors of democracy and protection of the public interest, as well as the legitimacy of the
work of political entities.
 
MANS monitored the implementation of the Law on the Financing of Political Entities and
Election Campaigns [1] (LFPEEC) during the campaign for 2020 parliamentary elections.
 
The Agency for Prevention of Corruption  [2] (APC) is in charge of control and supervision over
the implementation of that law, thus, the focus of this analysis is on the actions of that institution
in relation to possible violations of the law determined by MANS' monitoring.
 
The Agency's management was changed in the eve of the parliamentary elections, but our cases
show that this did not lead to a change in practice and more detailed control of the legality of
financing the election process. Official APC's report again shows that there were no major
abuses and violations of the law in financing of the parliamentary elections.
 
This analysis contains concrete case studies that point to issues in implementation of the law,
and is a continuation of MANS' ongoing efforts to point to shortcomings in the Agency's actions.
 
The first chapter provides a brief overview of the legal framework that was amended ahead of
the election campaign by the will of the then parliamentary majority, while the opposition
boycotted the work of the Parliament. The second chapter analyses how the Agency interpreted
and implemented the new provisions of the law governing advertising in the election campaign.
 
Third chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the institution's acting on reports related to possible
misuse of state funds, while the fourth chapter refers to political parties.
 
A separate chapter points to the lack of liability of APC's management for violations of the law,
as well as the fact that the Council of that institution does not substantially exercise its oversight
and control role. The last chapter focuses on the lack of transparency of the Agency's work,
which not only prevented the public from controlling its activities, but also from monitoring the
election process.

INTRODUCTION 

[1] See: Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns, "Official Gazette of Montenegro", no. 3/20 and 38/20.
[2] In addition to the Agency, supervision over implementation of this Law shall be carried out by the State Audit Institution, which shall audit the annual consolidated financial statements of all political 
entities with a parliamentary status. See: Articles 55 and 63.
[3] MANS’ report - Implementation of the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns- Monitoring of parliamentary elections in Montenegro. Available at: 
http://www.mans.co.me/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Implementation-of-law-FPP.pdf .

While this publication focuses on the analysis of APC's acting on reports, MANS

pointed to additional possible abuses in the financing of the election campaign in a

special report. [3] Detailed information on the financing of the parliamentary election

campaign is available at: http://www.mans.co.me/finansijski-profil-izbori-2020/ .
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The Agency determined who was subject to the law and gave interpretations of the new legal
provisions only after the elections because it did not act ex officio, and it delayed adopting of
decisions on reports.
 
This institution narrowly interpreted the provisions of the law, and found that they did not apply
to marketing agencies, internet portals and billboard advertising companies, which opened space
for numerous abuses.
 
APC rejected all reports against institutions that did not publish data on spending during the
election period or hid certain transactions. Even when the institutions admitted that the data had
not been published, the Agency found that they had not violated the law.
 
In rare cases when the Agency decided that the law had been violated, it is not known whether it
initiated misdemeanour proceedings and what was the outcome.
 
The Agency did not monitor whether the persons who give donations to political parties are
connected to companies that perform activities of public interest, although that prohibition is
prescribed by the law. It delayed adopting decisions on reports, and then postponed making that
information available to the public, which made it impossible for citizens to find out about
illegalities in the financing of the election campaign.
 
The Agency itself violated the law, while its Council approved such actions. That institution
published price lists of entities that provide advertising services in the election campaign,
although they were submitted after the legal deadline. APC met only part of the legal obligations
to ensure the transparency of data on the spending of public funds, which allowed the
institutions to change the published data subsequently in order to cover up violations of the law.
 
By unjustifiably restricting access to data, the Agency partially or completely prevented civil
society and the public from monitoring the implementation of some provisions of the law during
the election campaign. By hiding the information, the Agency also limited public oversight of the
legality of that institution’s work. Part of the data was disclosed more than half a year after the
elections, after it was previously declared secret. Some documents were completely censored
prior to disclosing.
 

ABSTRACT 

Non-transparent, untimely and unlawful actions of the Agency for Prevention of

Corruption have reduced the transparency of campaign financing for the 2020

parliamentary elections and encouraged violations of the Law on Financing of

Political Parties and Election Campaigns.
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Financing of election campaigns is regulated by the Law on Financing of Political Entities and
Election Campaigns [4] (LFPEEC), which, among other things, seeks to ensure the legality and
transparency of revenues and expenditures of political entities in the election campaign. At the
very end of 2019, the Parliament of Montenegro adopted this law at the proposal of the MPs of the
ruling majority, without a serious discussion and with a boycott of the then opposition. [5] In April
2020, the provisions that limited the spending of the budget reserve in the election year were
changed, with the explanation that it was necessary to help the economy and individuals in
connection with the COVID pandemic. [6]
 
Legal provisions define that during the election campaign, political entities shall keep and update
regularly the records of funds raised from private sources and costs of the election campaign. [7]
Political entity shall submit to the Agency a report on the contributions of legal and natural person
on a fifteen-day basis. [8]  Political entity shall submit to the Agency an interim report on the
expenses of the election campaign five days before the Election Day [9], while within 30 days from
the day of holding of the elections, it shall prepare a report on the origin, the amount and structure
of the funds from public and private sources raised and spent on the election campaign, and shall
submit it to the Agency, with supporting documentation. The Agency shall publish all the above-
mentioned reports within the legally prescribed deadline.
 
The political entity shall submit a report on media advertising during the election campaign to the
Agency within seven days before the Election Day on the prescribed form, including information on
the price and received discounted price for media advertising of the political entity. Entities offering
services of media advertising of the election campaign shall submit the price list for the services
of media advertising to the Agency that shall not be changed during the election campaign, as well
as contracts they have concluded with political entities. [10]
 
In the process of determining a possible violation of the law, in addition to regular reports, political
entities shall also submit other necessary information to the Agency upon request. In case of
violation of the law, the Agency may pronounce the measure of issuance of warning to the political
entity if it finds shortcomings which can be remedied during the control, initiate misdemeanour
proceedings [11], and make decisions on temporary suspension of the transfer of budgetary assets
to political entities, in accordance with law. In addition, decisions of the Agency may cause a
political entity a partial or complete loss of allocated amount of budgetary assets to finance
election campaign expenses when it generates revenues or uses funds contrary to the law. [12] For
violating the law, a fine from 5,000 euros to 20,000 euros shall be imposed on a legal entity, and
500 to 2,000 euros for natural persons. [13]
 
Within 60 days from the announcement of the final election results, the Agency shall publish a
report on the control and supervision of election campaign financing. [14]

1.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

[4] See: Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns, "Official Gazette of Montenegro", no. 3/20 and 38/20.
[5] The law was discussed and adopted at the same session as the controversial Law on Freedom of Religion.
[6] More information in the MANS’ Publication “Implementation of the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns- Monitoring of parliamentary elections in Montenegro”, Chapter
B.2.3. Amendments to the Law on Financing of Political Entities in the run-up to the elections, p. 93; available at: http://www.mans.co.me/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Implementation-of-law-
FPP.pdf .
[7] See: Article 58, paragraph 1.
[8] See: Article 53.
[9] See: Article 54.
[10] See: Article 16.
[11] The procedure in which it is decided whether there is a violation of the Law may be initiated ex officio by the Agency, based on its own knowledge or upon a report by a natural or legal person, see
Article 56.
[12] See: Article 60.
[13] See: Chapter IX. Penal provisions - Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns, "Official Gazette of Montenegro", no. 3/20 and 38/20.
[14] See: Article 58. Paragraph 6.
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The Agency's unlawful and untimely actions encouraged violations of the law by media
advertising companies and reduced the transparency of election campaign financing.
Thus, during the campaign, participants in the election process did not know which
advertisers were acting in accordance with the law.
 
First, the Agency published price lists of entities that provide advertising services in the
election campaign that were submitted after the legal deadline. Only after MANS’
initiatives did they admit that they had arbitrarily extended the deadline and stated that
those who did not comply with it must not broadcast political marketing during the election
campaign.
 
While the Agency delayed decision-making, these entities started providing services to
electoral lists. Instead of determining violations of the law ex officio, APC reacted only
after MANS filed reports, and with a great delay, thus, it made most of the decisions after
the elections. Even today, it is not known whether it initiated misdemeanour proceedings
and what was the outcome.
 
The Agency narrowly interpreted the provisions of the law, and found that they did not
apply to marketing agencies, internet portals and billboard advertising companies. This
opened space for numerous abuses and reduced transparency of financing of the election
campaign.
 
In cases when the media did not submit marketing contracts with political entities within
the prescribed period of five days, APC found that they had violated the law, but did not
initiate these procedures ex officio as well.
 
APC also published price lists of public broadcasters which were prohibited from paid
advertising of political entities during the election campaign. When it comes to MANS'
reports, APC stated it had no competence to make decisions.

2. ADVERTISING 

IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN
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Latest amendments to the Law prescribe a number of obligations for entities offering services of
media advertising during the election campaign:
 

They shall submit the price list for the services of media advertising to the Agency, within 
ten days following the election call. [15]
If they do not submit the price list with the legal deadline, they shall be prohibited from 
providing media advertising services during the election campaign. [16]
It is specified that the price list shall not be changed [17] during the election campaign, 
while the price for all services provided to political entities shall be nominally set. [18]
They shall submit contracts they have concluded with political entities in connection with 
the election campaign to the Agency within five days from the date of contract conclusion 
[19], while the Agency shall publish it within five days. [20]

 
Additionally, the Law on the Election of Councillors and Members of Parliament stipulates that
local public broadcasters shall ensure free of charge presentation of validated candidate lists
submitting entities and shall not be allowed, under any conditions, to enable the presentation
and explanation of electoral programme of candidate list submitting entities or their advertising
beyond those timeslots. [21]
 
MANS filed reports against the media, portals, marketing agencies and billboard advertising
companies for not submitting price lists on time, while APC published them on its website as
valid. We also filed report against entities that published political marketing according to the
price list that was submitted late or was not submitted at all. In addition, MANS filed report
against the media that did not submit contracts with political entities in a timely manner, as well
as public broadcasters that broadcasted paid political marketing.

2. 1.

Overview of filed reports

[15] Article 16 paragraph 6 of the Law
[16] Article 16 paragraph 7 of the Law
[17] Article 16 paragraph 9 of the Law
[18] Article 16 paragraph 8 of the Law
[19] Article 16 paragraph 10 of the Law 
[20] Article 16 paragraph 11 of the Law
[21] Article 51 of the Law on Election of Councillors and Members of Parliament

MANS submitted 40 reports to APC, of which 11 were accepted, 20 were rejected, for

eight the institution stated that it had no competence to make decisions, while

regarding one we were informed that a procedure had been initiated, but the

decision was never submitted to us.

16

11

5

4
2

2

TV
Radio
Portal
Agency
Bilboards
Newspaper

1

8

20

11

No decision
No competence
Rejected
Accepted

Graph 1: Entities against which reports were filed Graph 2: APC's decisions on reports
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Name of the media or
company

Date of
submitting of
the price list

Grounds for report APC's decision

Television    

Serbian Radio Television 07.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

 21.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Accepted

RTV Budva  Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

 15.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Accepted

  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

 09.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

RTV Herceg Novi  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

A1 04.08.2020 Publishing, price list after the deadline Accepted

Novi TV  Publication without the price list Accepted

TV Corona 10.08.2020 Publishing, price list after the deadline Accepted

 03.07.2020 Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

Nova M  Contract not published Rejected

Prva  Contract not published Rejected

Radio    

Radio Antena M 22.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Accepted

Radio Titograd 06.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

Radio Mag 29.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Accepted

 07.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

Radio S1 and S2 Herceg Novi 09.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

 29.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Accepted

  Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

Skala radio  Publishing without the price list Accepted

Radio Tivat  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

Radio Kotor  Advertiser - public broadcaster No competence

10
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Name of the media or
company

Date of
submitting of
the price list

Grounds for report APC's decision

Newspaper    

Dnevne novine  Contract not published Accepted

Pobjeda  Contract not published Accepted

Portals    

Portal Antena M 23.07.2020 Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

  Publishing without the price list Rejected

  Contract not published No decision

Portal Volim Podgoricu 03.08.2020 Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

Pv informer 23.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

Marketing agencies    

 24.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

  Publishing, price list after the deadline Rejected

  Contract not published Rejected

  Contract not published Rejected

Billboards    

CG MEDIA LLC Berane 10.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

Budva Media 15.07.2020 Price list after the deadline Rejected

Table 1: Overview of MANS' reports submitted to APC against advertisers 
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The decision to call elections for MPs in the Parliament of Montenegro was passed on June 20,
2020, and according to Article 3 of that decision, it came into force on the day it was passed,
thus the deadline for submitting the price list was June 30, 2020.
 
APC published the price lists of certain media on its website, although they were submitted to it
after the deadline. [22] MANS filed reports and asked APC to remove all price lists that were not
submitted in accordance with the Law, so as not to mislead the participants in the election
process, and initiate misdemeanour proceedings if any of the registered media provided media
advertising services.

2. 2.

Late submitting of the price list

[22] Available at: https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/kontrola-politickih-subjekata-izbornih-kampanja/2007021132-cjenovnici-kampanji/ .
[23] Available at APC’s website: http://www.antikorupcija.me/me/novosti/2008121149-saopstenje/ .

Following our initiatives, APC admitted that it had arbitrarily extended the deadline for

submitting the price list and stated that those who did not comply with it were not

allowed to provide services during the election campaign. The Agency published on its

website the price lists that the advertisers had submitted after the legal deadline, and only

after our initiative did they mark them separately.

 

During the election campaign, due to the untimely actions of the APC, participants in the

election process could not know which advertisers were acting in accordance with the

law. Disputed advertisers started providing services, but the Agency did not react ex

officio, instead, it found violations of the law only after our reports. However, it is not

known whether it initiated misdemeanour proceedings and what was their outcome.

Photo 1: Press release of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, issued on August 12, 2020

APC extended the legal deadline

Following our reports, APC issued a press release [23] confirming that the media that submitted
price lists after July 3 were prohibited from providing services to political entities during the
election campaign.
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However, in that statement, they did not explain why July 3 was set as the deadline for
submitting the price list when, according to the law, the deadline had expired three days earlier.
 
We learned from the APC's note that the institution extended the deadline for submitting the
price list until July 3 referring to Article 8 of the Law on Administrative Procedure.

Photo 2: Excerpt from APC's response, number: UPI-00-226/2-2020 from 20 August 2020

Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns, Article 16, paragraphs 6 and 7
 
Entities offering services of media advertising of the election campaign shall submit the price list for
the services of media advertising to the Agency, within ten days following the election call.
 
Entities that do not submit the price list for election advertising to the Agency in accordance with the
deadline referred to in paragraph 6 of this Article shall be prohibited from providing media advertising
services during the election campaign.
 
Law on Administrative Procedure, Article 8
 
A public authority shall enable the parties and other participants in the administrative procedure to
exercise and protect their rights and legal interests as easily and efficiently as possible, taking care
that the exercise of their rights and legal interests is not at the expense of the rights and legal
interests of other persons and that it is not contrary to a public interest.
 
When an authorised person acting in official capacity who conducts an administrative procedure and
renders an administrative act (hereinafter: authorised official), in the light of the existing factual
situation, finds out or estimates that a party or another participant in the administrative procedure
have grounds for exercising a right or legal interest, he/she shall warn the party or other participant of
the legal consequences of their actions or omissions.
 
The ignorance or lack of awareness of the party or other participant in the administrative procedure
cannot be at the expense of the protection of their rights and legal interests.

13



However, the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns specifies a deadline
of 10 days and does not leave the possibility of extension, but it clearly prohibits providing of
services in the election campaign in case the price lists are not submitted within the prescribed
deadline.
 
APC warned entities that provide media advertising services only after the deadline, when the
conditions were met to prohibit them from providing services. Article 8 of the Law on
Administrative Procedure prescribes that a public authority shall enable the parties to exercise
and protect their rights, taking care that it is not at the expense of the rights and legal interests of
other persons.
 
In this case, legal entities that submitted price lists within the legal deadline were injured by the
fact that their competition, which submitted price lists after the legal deadline, was enabled to
provide services.
 
Subsequently marked price lists submitted with delay

The Agency did not remove the price lists submitted even after the deadline which it had

extended by three days, but marked them as "price list after the deadline” after MANS

publicly indicated and filed initiatives for the removal of those price lists.

Photo 3: Part of the price lists on the APC's website that were marked as submitted after the expiration of the legal deadline
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On July 24, MANS 
filed reports with 
APC against the 
media that submitted 
the price list after the 
deadline, while that 
institution made 
decisions only on 
September 7 and 8, 
2020.

Decisions on the price lists only after the elections

Only after the 

elections the APC 

determined that 

the media that had 

submitted the 

price lists after 

the deadline did 

not violate the law 

if they did not 

provide services 

at the time of 

filing the 

initiatives.

Photo 4: Excerpt from the NGO MANS' report, number: 59-RBR, from 24 July 2020

During the 

election 

campaign, due to 

untimely actions 

by APC, 

participants in the 

election process 

did not know 

which advertisers 

were acting in 

accordance with 

the law.

Photo 5: Excerpt from the APC's decision on the report, number: 59-RBR from September 8, 2020
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While APC was deciding on MANS' reports related to the delay in publishing the price list, most of
the entities to which reports referred started providing services to political entities.
 
The Agency was obliged to initiate proceedings ex officio because it also conducted media
monitoring. A press release [24] of that institution states:

Despite the monitoring, violations found only after the reports

Only after our initiatives, the Agency determined that the law had been violated by those

media for which there was evidence of publishing political marketing, and which

submitted price lists after the legally prescribed deadline.

[24] Available at APC’s website: http://www.antikorupcija.me/me/novosti/2008121149-saopstenje/ .
[25] http://antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Izvjestaj_o_sprovedenom_nadzoru_u_toku_izborne_kampanje_2020._god_1.pdf .

„...The Agency will monitor and initiate misdemeanour proceedings against the
reporting entities of the law that provided media advertising services to political
entities during the campaign but did not submit the price list to this body within the
deadline or at all.“

APC’s report on monitoring during the election campaign [25] also states that APC monitored the
media advertising of political entities.

Photo 6: Excerpt from APC's report on conducted supervision during the election campaign for the elections held on August 30, 2020.

We expected APC to initiate proceedings ex officio, especially after the omissions they made
with the price lists. However, during the election campaign, APC did not inform the public about
violations of the law by some advertisers who were late in submitting the price list but started
providing services.
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Therefore, we filed 
new reports to APC 
and submitted the 
evidence of services 
provided, i.e. 
recordings or 
photographs of the 
advertisements.

Photo 7: Excerpts from APC's decision, number: UPI-02-02-173/5-2020 from 28.08.2020

Although APC was 

obliged to act ex 

officio, it was only 

after our 

initiatives that it 

established that 

certain entities 

had violated the 

law.

[26] Detailed information is given in the chapter 6. Transparency of the Agency

It is not known how 
many misdemeanour 
proceedings were 
initiated by APC and 
against which media. 
This information was 
first declared secret, 
and then APC 
allowed access to 
them, having 
previously deleted all 
information from the 
misdemeanour 
warrants, including 
the names of the 
legal entities against 
which they were 
initiated. [26]

* * *
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MANS filed a report with 
APC against the company 
"Pink media M", which 
submitted the price list with 
a significant delay.
 
APC addressed the Agency 
for Electronic Media with a 
request to provide it with an 
opinion on whether the 
company is an electronic 
media, i.e. whether it can be 
considered an entity that 
provides media advertising 
services.
 
When they received an 
answer that the company 
had not been issued a 
broadcasting license, i.e. 
that it did not have the 
status of a broadcaster, APC 
concluded that the law did 
not apply to them.
 

2. 3.

Who are (not) the advertisers?

The Agency narrowly interpreted the provisions of the law, and found that they did

not apply to marketing agencies, internet portals and billboard advertising

companies. This opened up space for numerous abuses and reduced the

transparency of election campaign financing.

Photo 8: Excerpt from the decision of APC,
number: UPI-02-02-175/7-2020 from 02.09.2020

Marketing agencies are not subject to the law

According to the Agency, advertising agencies which resell airtime do not provide media

advertising services, and thus they are not subject to the law. Such interpretation has

opened up a huge space for the abuse and the purchase of airtime through marketing

agencies, without any public insight into the prices of that advertising.
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MANS filed a complaint 
against the portal Borba which 
published advertisements 
during the election campaign, 
although it had not previously 
submitted the price list.
 
According to the portal, it is a 
personal blog with free 
advertisements, and it does 
not have contracts with 
political entities.
 
APC requested explanations 
from the Agency for Electronic 
Media (AEM) and the Ministry 
of Culture on whether the 
portals fall into the category of 
the media.
 
AEM responded that the 
portals are electronic 
publications, not electronic 
media. The Ministry of Culture 
stated that, according to the 
Law on Media, portals are not 
treated as the media.

Portals (are) not subject to the law 

According to the Agency, portals are not subject to the law, because they were not

recognized in the then applicable Law on Electronic Media and the Law on Media.

Photo 9: Excerpt from the decision of APC,
number: UPI-02-02-215/5-2020 from 03.09.2020
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Based on these opinions, APC concluded that the portals were not considered media, "and
therefore the information portal 'Borba' cannot be considered an entity that provides media
advertising."

Photo 10: Excerpt from the APC’s decision, number: UPI-02-02-215/5-2020 from 03.09.2020

20



Billboard advertising companies are not subject to the law

APC found that billboard advertising companies were not subject to the law because

billboard advertising cannot be considered media advertising.

Photo 11: Excerpt from the APC’s decision, number: UPI-02-02-176/5-2020 from 25.08.2020
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2. 4.

Non-publishing of contracts 

with political entities

Upon MANS' reports, in cases when the media outlets did not submit marketing

contracts with political entities within the prescribed deadline of five days, APC

concluded that they had violated the law.

Photo 12: Excerpt from APC's decision, number: UPI-02-02-251/5-2020 from 03.09.2020
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However, concrete 
examples show that 
some media outlets 
started broadcasting 
political marketing 
before signing 
contracts with 
political entities. In 
those cases, APC 
concluded that there 
had been no 
violations of the law.

Photo 13: Excerpt from the APC's decision, 
number: UPI -02-02-229/5-2020 from 27.08.2020

Such 

interpretation by 

APC opens up a 

huge space for the 

abuse, because it 

means that 

political entities 

and the media can 

indefinitely delay 

formal conclusion 

of contracts in 

order to reduce 

transparency.
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2. 5.

Political marketing of public broadcasters

APC stated that it was not competent to address paid advertising of political entities

on public broadcasters, although it had previously published their price lists.

Several public broadcasters submitted price lists for advertising in the election campaign to APC,
although the Law on Election of Councillors and Members of Parliament prohibits them from
providing these types of services.
 
Since APC published those price lists on its website, MANS filed reports to it.

Law on Election of Councillors and Members of Parliament, article 51
 
During the election campaign, the Radio and Television of Montenegro, regional and local public
broadcasters shall ensure free of charge and equal presentation of validated candidate lists
submitting entities, and the presentation and explanation of their electoral programmes on a
daily basis, of equal duration and as part of the same timeslots within the political information
programme, and within the precisely defined political marketing blocks whose audibility and
visibility are ensured in the entire territory of Montenegro or local government.

The Agency did not make decision on our initiatives, but only informed us that the Parliamentary
Committee on Monitoring the Application of the Law on Election of Councillors and Members of
Parliament was competent for that.
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Photo 14: APC's response to one of the MANS' initiatives
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The Agency rejected all reports against institutions that did not publish data on spending
during the election period or hid certain transactions. Even when the institutions admitted
that the data had not been published, APC found that they had not violated the law.

3. SPENDING OF PUBLIC FUNDS 

IN THE PRE-ELECTION PERIOD

3. 1. 

Non-publishing of data on spending 

The law stipulates the obligation of all budgetary spending units to post on their websites
weekly analytical statements from all the accounts in their possession, i.e. data on
budgetary spending for the previous week, from the day of calling until the day of holding of
the elections, as well as one month following the holding of the elections. [27]
 
In addition, every week, the Ministry of Finance shall publish on its website the statements
from the State Treasury as well as the analytical statement on the use of funds from the
budgetary reserve. [28]
 
MANS filed 85 reports to the Agency for Prevention of Corruption against over 30
institutions, on the grounds of non-disclosure of spending in the pre-election period. Most
reports were filed against the Montenegrin National Theatre, the University of Montenegro,
the Municipality of Gusinje, the Ministry of Economy and the Public Enterprise Radio and
Television of Montenegro.

The Agency rejected all reports against institutions that did not publish data on

spending during the election period, and accepted their explanations without any

verification of their accuracy. The most common reasons were the epidemiological

situation, lack of staff, use of vacations and days off, as well as various technical

issues. In many cases, the institutions published the data only after our reports, but

even then, APC stated that they had not violated the law.

[27] Article 38 paragraph 5 of the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns
[28] Article 41 paragraph 1 of the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns
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Name of the institution Number of reports

Montenegrin National Theatre 10

University of Montenegro 9

Municipality of Gusinje 7

Ministry of Economy 5

Public Enterprise Radio and Television of Montenegro 5

PE Film centre 4

Property Administration 4

Bureau for the Execution of Criminal Sanctions 3

Ministry of Sports and Youth 3

Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare 2

Ministry of Human and Minority Rights 2

Tax Administration of Montenegro 2

Administration for Inspection Affairs 2

Forest Administration 2

Nature and Environment Protection Agency of Montenegro 2

Protector of Property and Legal Interests 2

Agency for Personal Data Protection and Free Access to Information 2

Centre for Training in Judiciary and State Prosecution 2

Ministry of Education 2

Ministry of Finance 1

Ministry of Justice 1

Ministry of Science 1

Ministry of Public Administration 1

Labour Fund 1

Pension and Disability Fund 1

Secretariat for Legislation 1

Judiciary 1

Compensation Fund 1

Tobacco Agency 1

Administration for Games of Chance 1

Health Insurance Fund 1

Railway Directorate 1

Montenegrin Investments Agency 1

Human Resources Management Authority 1

TOTAL 85

Table 2:  Reports submitted for non-publishing of data on spending (Article 38 paragraph 5 and Article 46 paragraph 4) 27



Photo 15: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption,
number: UPI 02-02-105/6-2020 from 17.08.2020

Institutions did not publish analytical reports 
until MANS filed reports against them and 
APC asked them to make a statement. Only 
when they realized that they were the subject 
of monitoring, they would start with regular 
publishing of data on spending. The Agency 
found that the institutions had not violated 
the law in those cases.

Photo 16: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UPI-02-02-104/6-2020 from 12.08.2020

Photo 17: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UP1-02-02-161/5-2020 from 11.08.2020

According to APC, institutions that do not 
have costs in a certain period do not have 
to publish analytical statements.
 
The law stipulates that institutions shall 
publish analytical statements, regardless 
of the amount and existence of payments, 
every week during the election campaign 
as well as one month following the 
holding of the elections, in order to make 
spending transparent.
 
Such interpretation by APC allows 
institutions to evade regulations, 
especially if they do not have any 
sanctions in case of delays in publishing 
data. At the same time, such actions make 
public oversight of the publishing of 
spending data extremely difficult, because 
it is impossible to determine whether a 
certain institution did not publish the data 
because it had no costs or because it had 
violated the law.
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Photo 18: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UPI 02-02-111/5-2020 from 12.08.2020

Instead of publishing their transactions 
during the election period, some institutions 
posted on their websites links to 
information of the Ministry of Finance on 
the spending of all budgetary spending 
units.
 
The Agency found this acceptable as well, 
although the obligation to publish the data 
of all budget us is specifically prescribed for 
the Ministry of Finance, while the budgetary 
spending units themselves are obliged to 
publish their finances.
 
In some cases, published data did not 
contain all information required by the law. 
[29] Institutions explained this by the fact 
that payments are made through 
commercial banks and not the treasury 
system.

Photo 19: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UPI-02-02-124/6-2020 from 18 August 2020

Photo 20: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UPI -02-02-145/4-2020 from 11.08.2020

[29] Article 46 paragraph 4 of the Law: The analytical statements from articles 38, 40 and 41 of this Law shall provide accurate and complete information on the following categories at least: 
budget line, transaction number, recipient/payer, as well as the registration number for the legal entity (tax identification number - TIN), amount and date.

However, these institutions are required to do their accounting the same way as other budgetary 
spending units, which contains all items that must be published in accordance with the law. On 
the other hand, bank statements contain only transactions through one account.
 
In some cases, institutions claimed that their information system "pulled" aggregate data, which is 
why transaction data were not published, only total consumption over a specific period of time.
 
However, the Agency found all these explanations of the institutions acceptable, thus, it rejected 
all our reports.
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3. 2.

Hiding of certain transactions 

The Agency rejected reports against institutions that did not publish all transactions

in their analytical statements, even when it was confirmed that the information was

hidden from the public. Data on payments for temporary service contracts, other

benefits, other transfers to individuals and project costs are most often hidden.

According to the Law, all budgetary spending units shall publish their analytical statements, while
the Ministry of Finance shall publish analytical statements that contain the spending of all
budgetary spending units.
 
We compared the data published by individual institutions with the information of the Ministry of
Finance. Thus, we found that the analytical statements of six institutions do not contain
payments that the Ministry published as spending of these budgetary spending units.

Photo 21: Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 
number: UPI-02-02-269/5-2020 from 15.09.2020

We filed a complaint 
against the Ministry of 
Economy because their 
analytical statements did 
not contain transactions on 
the account "other fees" 
that were published by the 
Ministry of Finance within 
the spending of that 
budgetary spending unit.

APC rejected our 
complaint, although the 
Ministry of Economy 
admitted that the data 
were not accurate.
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We filed a complaint 
against the 
Administration for 
Inspection Affairs 
because its analytical 
statements did not 
contain all transactions 
related to temporary 
service contracts, that 
were published as part of 
the documentation of the 
Ministry of Finance on the 
Administration as a 
budgetary spending unit.

Photo 22: Excerpt from APC's decision, 
number: UPI -02-02-267/5-2020 from 18.09.2020

In response to the 

report, the 

Administration 

confirmed that the data 

were missing, but 

stated that this was 

due to a technical 

error, and that the 

information was 

subsequently 

published. APC 

accepted such 

explanation and found 

that the Administration 

had violated the law.

Explaining why transactions from the "other fees" and "project development" accounts were
missing from their report, the Ministry of Culture and Media as well claimed it was a technical
error. APC rejected that report as well.
 
We filed two reports against the Ministry of Sports because they did not publish transactions
from the account "other transfers to individuals". Their reasoning, accepted by APC, was that
they published these transactions subsequently.
 
Similar explanations were given by the Nature and Environment Protection Agency of
Montenegro and the Maritime Safety Department, which did not publish payments for
temporary service contracts.
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APC does not monitor whether persons who give contribution to political entities are
connected to companies performing activities of public interest, although this prohibition
is prescribed by the law. Even when MANS pointed to these violations of the law, the
Agency first delayed the decision-making, and then delayed making that information
available to the public, which made it impossible for citizens to find out about illegalities in
financing the election campaign in a timely manner.

4. FINANCING 

OF POLITICAL ENTITIES

The law prohibits legal and natural persons which performed activities of public interest from
giving contributions to political entities two years after the termination of the business
relationship. [30]
 
MANS found that the owners and directors of companies that manage small hydroelectric power
plants gave 13 thousand euros in contributions to the Democratic Party of Socialists. [31] Article
86 of the Law on Energy stipulates that the production of electricity is an activity of public
interest.
 
In these cases, the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns provides for a
fine between 500 to 2,000 euros for a natural person who gave a contribution, but does not
provide for fines for a political entity.
 
The Agency initiated proceedings upon our report that certain natural persons were connected
with legal entities which, on the basis of a contract with the competent authorities, performed
activities of public interest [32], and gave contributions to the campaign of political entities
despite that fact.
 
The Agency found that the persons mentioned in the report had violated the provision of Article
33, paragraph 5 of the Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns [33], but it
first delayed the decision-making and then delayed making that information available to the
public, which prevented citizens from find out about illegalities in the financing of the election
campaign.

[30] Article 33, paragraph 5 stipulates that legal entities, companies and entrepreneurs and related natural persons which, based on a contract with the competent bodies and in accordance with the 
Law, performed activities of public interest or concluded a contract through the public procurement procedure, in the period of two years preceding the conclusion of the contract, for the duration of 
the business relationship, as well as two years after the termination of the business relationship, shall not give contributions to the political entities.
[31] Igor Mašović, Tamara Kokić and Milić Novović are connected with companies that have active concessions for the production of electricity from small hydropower plants, and in the eve of the 
elections, they gave contributions of 13 thousand euros to DPS on the same day - July 20, 2020. More detailed information is given at: http://www.mans.co.me/en/concessionaires-donated-e-13000-
for-dps-campaign/ .
[32] NGO MANS' report number: 111, from August 24, 2020; Available at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ueITxzXhOAF-5KZMHFQLOpdxPFqa7uCQ/view .
[33] Decision of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, number: UPI-02-02-250/14-2020 made on November 9, 2020, submitted to MANS on December 7, 2020; Available at: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q3ULCah2R-IRHU1DHn9NjsAMvbp2fvxp/view . 32



The documents show that on September 
14, APC asked the Ministry of Finance for 
data, i.e. three weeks after filing of the 
report. 
 
APC adopted the decision on November 9, 
and finally submitted it to MANS a month 
later. 

Photo 23: Excerpts from APC's decision, number: UPI -02-02-250/14-2020 from 09.11.2020

APC did not post this decision on its website until late January 2021. [34]

[34] Available at: https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/kontrola-politickih-subjekata-izbornih-kampanja/odluke-agencije/#page=9 . 33



The Agency met only a part of the legal obligations that ensure the transparency of data on
the spending of public funds. Instead of publishing the extensive documentation that the
institutions submitted to it, as prescribed by the law, APC published tables with links to
websites of entities subject to the law. This allowed the institutions to subsequently
change the published data in order to cover up violations of the law.
 
The Agency did not publish all reports on the control of entities subject to the law, and
thus violated legal provisions, reduced the transparency of election campaign financing,
limited the control of its work, but also limited detecting possible abuse of state funds for
election campaign purposes.
 
Instead of making decisions on our initiatives and determining whether APC violated the
law, the Council of that institution sent us a letter from the director of APC, without
questioning the accuracy and legality of those allegations.
 
The response stated that the Agency "took a stance" that the legal deadlines for
submitting price lists for advertising in the election campaign may be prolonged for three
days, that the links on the website were the same as the documents, and that the control
minutes were published on the day MANS reported they were missing.
 
In practice, APC's decisions are final, even when they are obviously unlawful since,
according to the court, those who file initiatives have no legal interest in initiating court
disputes.
 

5. 

LIABILITY OF THE AGENCY
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5. 1. Non-publishing of data 

on the use of state funds

The Agency met only a part of the legal obligations that ensure the transparency of

data on the spending of public funds. Instead of publishing the extensive

documentation that the institutions submitted to it, as prescribed by the law, APC

published tables with links to websites of the bodies where those documents should

be posted. This allowed the institutions to subsequently change the published data

in order to cover up violations of the law.

The Law on Financing of Political Entities and Election Campaigns stipulates [35] that the Agency
shall publish on its website within three days from the date of submission:

[35] Article 46 paragraph 5 of the Law: All acts, data and documents referred to in Articles 38, 39, 40, 41, 43 and 44 of this Law, submitted by the authorities and legal entities to the Agency, shall be 
published by the Agency on its website within three days from the date of their submission. 
[36] Spreadsheet of analytical statements: http://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/analiti%C4%8Dke_kartice_-_presjek.pdf ; spreadsheet of travel orders: 
http://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Tabelarni_prikaz_putnih_naloga_-_parlamentarni_i_lokalni_izbori_2020_za_objavu_2.pdf; spreadsheet of social welfare: 
http://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Socijalna_pomo%C4%87i.pdf ; spreadsheet of statements from the State Treasury and budgetary reserve: 
http://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Izvodi_iz_trezora_i_bud%C5%BEetska_rezerva_mAsHL2P.pdf .

Analytical statements - Article 38 paragraph 5 stipulates, inter alia, that from the day of 
calling until the day of holding of the elections, as well as one month following the 
holding of the elections, all budgetary spending units, at the state and local level, shall 
submit to the Agency analytical statements from all the accounts in their possession.
Use of state-owned machinery and equipment - Article 39 paragraph 2 prescribes that 
the business organisations referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall submit all their 
decisions, contracts and orders for the use of machinery and equipment outside their 
core business activity to the Agency within three days from the day of their adoption.
Social welfare – Article 40 paragraph 7 prescribes the state and local budget spending 
units shall submit data on social welfare to the APC. 
Statements from the State Treasury and budgetary reserve – Article 41 paragraph 4 
prescribes that every week, the Ministry shall publish on its website the statements from 
the State Treasury as well as the analytical statement on the use of funds from the 
budgetary reserve in the period from the day of calling until the day of holding of the 
elections.
Travel orders – according to Article 43, paragraph 11, all state bodies, state 
administration bodies, local self-government bodies, local administration bodies, public 
enterprises, public institutions and state funds and companies founded and/or owned in 
major part or partly by the state or local self-government unit shall submit weekly all 
issued travel orders for official cars to the APC.
Employment – Article 44 paragraph 2 stipulates that bodies and legal entities referred to 
in paragraph 1 of this Article shall submit all decisions on employment adopted in line 
with the laws governing labour relations, rights and obligations of civil servants and state 
employees and contractual relations, with the complete supporting documentation, to 
the Agency within three days from the day of adoption of the decision.

However, only a part of the documents was published on the Agency's website, i.e. data related
to employment and contracts for the use of machinery and equipment. Other data were not
published, instead, APC published on its website only a spreadsheet, by groups of data, with
links to the websites of individual entities subject to the Law. [36] 
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In that way, the Agency apparently tried to avoid the extensive work of publishing a large amount
of data, but thus violated the Law, reduced the transparency of election campaign financing and
limited the monitoring of possible abuse of the state resources.
 
The legislator prescribed the obligation of APC to publish this information in the form in which it
was submitted to it, precisely to overcome the issues with the websites of certain entities
subject to the law, which are often out of function. Had the Agency published the documentation
on its website, subsequent manipulations with the data published on the websites of
institutions would have been prevented. Namely, concrete examples show that the institutions
changed the previous data after we reported them for hiding transactions. [37]
 
The law prescribes a fine for the responsible person of the Agency if „it fails to publish the acts,
data and the documents from articles 38,39,40,41,43 and 44 of this law, submitted by authorities
and legal entities, on its website within three days from receiving them“. [38]

Table 3: Overview of the levels of availability of different types of data on government spending on the APC's website

Type of data Article of the Law
Documents on the

website
Spreadsheet

Analytical statements Article 38, paragraph 5   

Use of machinery and equipment Article 39, paragraph 2   

Social welfare Article 40, paragraph 7   

Statements from the State Treasury and 
budgetary reserve

Article 41, paragraph 4   

Travel orders Article 43, paragraph 11   

Employment Article 44, paragraph 2   

[37] More details in chapter 3.2. Hiding of certain transactions
[38] Article 67, paragraph 1, item 9.

MANS filed an initiative to 
APC, pointing to the violation 
of the law by that institution, 
but it was not acted upon. 
Therefore, we filed a lawsuit 
with the Administrative Court, 
after which the Agency 
informed us that there were 
spreadsheets on their website.
 
We extended the lawsuit to that 
APC's response as well. The 
lawsuit was filed on August 11, 
2020, its extension was 
requested on December 2, 
2020, while by the end of May 
2021, the court still did not 
issue a judgement. Photo 24: Excerpt from the response of the Agency for Prevention of Corruption, 

number: UPI 02-02-134/3-2020 from 04.08.2020
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5. 2. 

Non-publishing of control reports

The Agency did not publish all reports on the control of entities subject to the law,

and thus violated legal provisions, reduced the transparency of election campaign

financing, limited the control of its work, but also limited detecting possible abuse of

state funds for election campaign purposes.

The Agency shall publish records on the control of entities subject to the law, institutions that
spend public funds, public companies, state-owned companies, companies that provide
advertising services in the election campaign and political entities. [39] Fines shall also be
imposed on the responsible person of the Agency, if he/she does not publish the reports [40], but
the law does not prescribe a deadline within which the data must become available to the public.
 
At the session of the APC's Council held on August 19, it was announced that the institution
„initiated and to a certain extent implemented 287 proceedings when it comes to government
bodies“. [41] It was also stated that „most proceedings were initiated in relation to analytical
statements and average monthly spending where there were a total of 135 proceedings, and
when it comes to employment, in 98 initiated proceedings, there were suspicions that incomplete
documentation had been submitted”. [42]
 
On August 20, 10 days before the elections, MANS submitted a report to the Agency because at
that time there was no single control report on its website.

[39] Article 5, paragraph 2: “The Agency shall create a report on the results of the control which will be delivered to the controlled entity and mandatorily published on the Agency's webpage.“
[40] Article 67, paragraph 1, item 1.
[41] https://www.vijesti.me/vijesti/politika/461629/partijama-podijeljeno-skoro-pola-miliona-od-donacija-prikupili-540000-eura .
[42] Ibid.

Photo 25: MANS' report, number: 106, from 20.08.2020
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In the meantime, APC published some 
reports and made a decision on our report 
on August 28, and submitted the response 
to us the day after the elections, on 
September 1. In that document, it states 
that the reports were published.

Photo 26: APC's response number: UPI-02-02-240/2-2020 
from 28 August 2020

APC published 15 reports on the 

control related to the elections held 

in the entire state, while for the 

elections held in the municipalities 

of Nikšić and Herceg Novi, they 

published 16 reports each. [49]

A total of 15 reports related to the 
parliamentary elections [43], and the 
following entities subject to the law were 
published on the APC's website:
 
- 1 state institution [44],
- 4 municipalities [45],
- 2 public companies [46],
- 4 majority government-owned 
         companies [47],
- 4 political entities. [48]

[43] https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/kontrola-politickih-subjekata-izbornih-kampanja/2008201047-zapisnici/ .
[44] Employment Agency of Montenegro.
[45] Municipality of Budva, Municipality of Žabljak, Municipality of Kotor, Municipality of Šavnik.
[46] PE National Parks of Montenegro and Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management of Montenegro.
[47] Railway Infrastructure of Montenegro - JSC Podgorica, Montenegro Post JSC, Electric Transmission System of Montenegro JSC, HG Budva Riviera Budva.
[48] Democratic Party of Socialists, Coalition for the Future of Montenegro, Coalition Peace is Our Nation, Social Democrats of Montenegro.
[49] https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/kontrola-politickih-subjekata-izbornih-kampanja/2102170710-zapisnici/; https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/kontrola-politickih-subjekata-izbornih-
kampanja/2104090643-zapisnici/ .

Reports published on the APC's website related 
to the 2020 parliamentary elections
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However, according to the 
Report on the Supervision of 
the Election Campaign for the 
elections held on August 30 
Elections, APC conducted a 
total of 21 controls. [50]

Photo 27: Excerpt from the Report on the conducted supervision 
during the election campaign for the elections held on August 30, APC

APC did not publish all 

control reports on its 

website. [51]

[50] www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Izvjestaj_o_sprovedenom_nadzoru_u_toku_izborne_kampanje_2020._god_1.pdf .
[51] A comparison of the data shows that no reports on the control of 6 entities subject to the law were published on APC's website: Coalition "Black on White", Social Democratic Party, Croatian 
Reform Party, Bosniak Party, Coalition "For the Future of Kotor", Albanian List.
[52] Control and Supervision Plan for the election campaign for the elections to be held on August 30, 2020, https://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Plan_kontrole_i_nadzora-2020.pdf .

According to the Control and 
Supervision Plan adopted by 
APC for these elections [52], it 
was planned to perform three 
times more field controls. The 
plan stated that 36 field 
controls would be conducted 
from July 20 to August 20. 
Those controls were 
supposed to include 
 
- 3 Ministries, 
- 7 municipalities,
- 9 educational institutions,
- 7 local authorities,
- 10 largest political 
         entities.
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Table 4: Comparative data on planned and conducted controls, and published reports

Contrary to its plan, APC did not conduct control of the ministries 

and educational institutions.

Subject of control Planned Controls conducted Published reports

Ministries 3 - -

Government institutions - 1 1

Educational institutions 9 - -

Public enterprises - 2 2

State-owned companies - 4 4

Municipalities 7 5 5

Local authorities 7 - -

Political entities 10 9 4

Total 36 21 16
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5. 3. 

Acting of the Council upon initiatives

Instead of deciding on our initiatives and determining whether APC violated the law,

the Council of that institution sent us a letter from the director of APC, without

questioning the accuracy and legality of those allegations.

MANS filed two reports with the APC's Council for 
illegal conduct of that institution. The first initiative 
related to the non-publishing of documentation on 
state spending prescribed by the law and the 
reports on field control. [53] Focus of the second 
initiative was publishing the price lists of advertisers 
in the election campaign, which were submitted 
after the legally prescribed deadline. [54]
 
We received one response from the Council to both 
initiatives, and got forwarded a letter from the 
Director of APC, to whose actions the initiative 
refers.
 
The Council informed us that the members of the 
Council agreed over the phone that it was necessary 
to act urgently on the initiatives, not wait for the 
convening of the session, bearing in mind that the 
election campaign was underway, and that it was 
necessary to remove any suspicions regarding the 
actions of the Director and authorized officials of 
the Agency in the specific case.
 
Therefore, the Director informed them that she had 
prepared a response to the allegations from the 
initiatives that the Council decided to submit to 
MANS.

[53] More detailed information is given in 5.1. i 5.2.
[54] More detailed information is given in 2.2.
[55] Requests of the NGO MANS, numbers 132240 and 132241 from 28.08.2020

Photo 29: Letter of the APC's Council, 
number: UPI -00-226/3-2020, from 27.08.2020

The response stated that the Agency „took a 

stance“ that legal deadlines for submitting 

price lists for advertising in the election 

campaign may be prolonged for three days, 

that the links on the website were the same 

as the documents, and that the control 

minutes were published on the day MANS 

reported they were missing.

Photo 30: Response of APC to the request for free access to 
information filed by MANS, from 15.09.2020 [55]
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The Agency's response states that the 
institution provided a "tabular overview which 
shows  meeting its prescribed obligations, 
basic details from the submitted reports", as 
well as that "a simple click on the name of the 
authority in the tables opens all relevant 
documents and reports of that authority 
directly, or a separate page on which they are 
posted." In the end, she concludes that the 
Agency "met its prescribed obligations to 
publish the acts, documents and data 
submitted to the Agency on its website".
 
However, APC did not publish on its website 
concrete documents submitted to it by the 
institutions, but links to their websites, which 
may or may not contain the same or different 
versions of these documents. 

Non-publishing data on spending

Photo 31: Excerpt from the APC's response, 
No. UPI-00-226/2-2020 of 20 August 2020

Non-publishing of reports 

The director of APC states in her response: 
"banner ‘reports’ was made as a new banner on 
August 19 and on the same day, the reports 
that were published in the earlier period were 
systematized within it".
 
Thus, she claims that the reports were 
published on their website, but she does not 
state the date. In the response, she states that 
they were unified within a special banner only 
on August 19, the same day when MANS 
submitted the initiative to the Council because 
the reports could not be found on the APC's 
website.

Publishing of price lists for advertising 
after the legal deadline

The Agency director states that after the 
expiration of the legal deadline, the institution 
sent an invitation to media outlets to submit 
price lists, due to the COVID pandemic, and 
that they "took the stance" that all those who 
had submitted price lists three days after the 
legal deadline "met their legal obligation on 
time". They also state that they published 
those price lists for which it is indisputable 
that they were submitted after the deadline in 
order to increase transparency. However, they 
do not explain why they marked these price 
lists as "after the deadline" only after MANS 
had submitted the initiative.

APC refers to Article 8 of the Law on Administrative
Procedure, which defines the principle of active
assistance to a party, but also states that they were
addressed only after the expiration of the legal
deadline. This is especially because this article is
applied in cases when the exercise of their rights
and legal interests is not to the detriment of the
rights and legal interests of other persons. In this
case, the damage was suffered by legal entities that
had submitted price lists within the legal deadline.
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5. 4. 

Acting of the court upon lawsuits

The court ruled that the report applicants had no legal interest in initiating lawsuits

against the decisions of APC, thus, there is essentially no judicial control over the

work of that institution. This means that, in practice, APC's decisions are final,

although they are clearly unlawful.

The Administrative Court ruled that 
MANS had no legal interest in filing 
the lawsuit against the unlawful 
decision of APC, only persons who 
have a legal interest, i.e. whose 
subjective circumstances have 
been changed by deciding on the 
right and obligation of the party.
 
The mere fact that someone 
controls the work of state bodies in 
the public interest is not a 
sufficient basis for conducting 
court proceedings. In practice, this 
means that only the entities subject 
to the law can file a lawsuit against 
the decisions of the APC on 
initiatives related to violations of 
the law, and not the report 
applicants, except in the case of 
procedural omissions.

Photo 32: Excerpt from one of the judgments of the Supreme Court on the request for 
review of the decision of the Administrative Court regarding the lawsuit of MANS, 

number: Uvp. no. 699/20, from 05. November 2020
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By unjustifiably restricting access to data, the Agency partially or completely prevented
civil society and the public from monitoring the application of some provisions of the law
during the election campaign.
 
Seven months after the elections, APC published data on average spending of the
institutions which they were not allowed to exceed during the election campaign. With the
same delay, the Agency published the documentation submitted to it by political entities
and advertisers in the election campaign, which it had previously declared a secret.
 
By withholding information, the Agency also limited public control over the legality of the
work of that institution. APC deleted the entire content of the request for initiating
misdemeanour proceedings for violating the legal provisions related to the financing of the
election campaign, claiming that it thus protected personal data.
 
The Agency hid the warnings it had submitted to the entities subject to the law, with the
explanation that they were given exclusively verbally. APC stated that it would not publish
opinions on the application of the law given to the entities subject to the law, because the
collection of these documents represents a compilation of new information. The decisions
of that institution to initiate proceedings to determine whether there were violations of the
law were published only eight months after the elections.
 
Part of the published data indicate that APC could not monitor compliance with certain
legal restrictions because it received data from the relevant institutions only in the second
part of the election campaign.

6. 

TRANSPARENCY OF THE AGENCY
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6. 1. 

Monitoring of the overspending of 

public resources disabled

APC made it impossible to monitor the spending of public funds, because seven

months after the elections it published data on the average spending of institutions

which they were not allowed to exceed during the election campaign. Published data

show that the institutions submitted data on spending to APC only during August, so

it is not clear on what basis the Agency monitored whether the legal restrictions

were met.

The law stipulates that state and local spending units shall be prohibited from monthly spending
higher than the average monthly spending in the previous six months. [56]

[56] Article 38, paragraph 1:“State and local budgetary spending units, except for the State Election Commission and the municipal election commissions, shall be prohibited from monthly spending 
higher than the average monthly spending in the previous six months from the day of calling of the elections until the day of holding of the elections, except in cases of emergency, in accordance 
with the Law.“
[57] MANS’ request number: 131907, submitted on 12.08.2020

Photo 33: APC's act, no.03-04-2046/2 from 20.08.2020

Bearing in mind that APC is obliged to monitor 
whether the institutions comply with these 
provisions, we requested that the institution 
publish data on average monthly spending on 
the basis of which it determines whether there 
was a violation of the law. [57]
 
However, ten days before the elections, APC 
informed us that it did not have that 
information. In the same note, APC states that it 
controlled the application of that legal provision 
and initiated numerous proceedings.
 
MANS filed a complaint with the second 
instance body, which annulled the Agency's act 
due to procedural reasons.
 
After that, APC issued a new decision stating 
that it prohibits access to the requested 
information because it is in the interest of 
performing the official duty of supervision.
 
Namely, APC claims that it supervises the 
application of a specific legal provision, and that 
all entities subject to the law can potentially be 
parties in misdemeanour proceedings.
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The Agency explains that „disclosure of data may cause damage to the rights of parties
prescribed by the laws on administrative, misdemeanour etc. procedure, violation of the
presumption of innocence, the right to examine the case file, etc.“
 
That decision was made on November 2, two month after the parliamentary elections.
 
The second instance body rejected our appeal, on which it made decision in the end of January
2021.
 
MANS also filed a lawsuit with the Administrative Court, but no judgement was issued by the
end of May 2021.

Photo 34: APC's decision, number: 03-04-2046/9 from 02.11.2020
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APC claimed, among other things, that it 
could not publish data on the six-month 
average spending of the institutions until 
it published its report on monitoring 
during the election campaign.
 
Therefore, after the publication of that 
document in early December 2020, MANS 
again requested that the Agency publish 
data on the average spending of entities 
subject to the law. [58]
 
The Agency again refused to disclose the 
requested data, this time with the 
explanation that an administrative 
procedure was already initiated on the 
same issue.
 
Second instance body annulled that 
decision upon our appeal.

Photo 35: APC's decision, no. 03-04-2689/2 of 10.12.2020

Finally, at the end of March 

2021, seven months after the 

elections, APC published data on 

the average six-month spending 

of entities subject to the law, 

based on which it was possible 

to monitor whether they 

complied with legal provisions 

during the election campaign.

[58] MANS request number 132817 from  04.12.2020

Photo 36: APC's decision, no. 03-04-2689/7 of 24.03.2021
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Submitted documents show that APC obtained data on average monthly spending by collecting
them from the very entities subject to the law. Thus, these entities themselves defined the legal
limit for spending funds during the election campaign.
 
Instead, the Agency was supposed to request data on the spending of budget users from the
Ministry of Finance, which would facilitate the process of data collection, but also increase their
accuracy.

Photos 37 and 38: Examples of data on average spending published by APC upon our request for information

It is particularly interesting that all entities subject to the law submitted data on their

average monthly spending only in August 2020, although the election campaign

started at the end of June. Therefore, it is unclear based on what the Agency

monitored the spending of state bodies in the first part of the election campaign.
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6. 2. 

Limiting the monitoring of funding 

of political entities

The documents submitted by the parties to APC were declared secret by the

institution, and disclosed only seven months after the elections, limiting the

monitoring of the funding of political parties by civil society and the public.

APC declared secret the contracts and invoices submitted to it by political parties, claiming that
the information was secret because there was an ongoing control by that institution. [59]
However, even after the election day, and the publication of APC's report, that documentation
was not published. Therefore, as in the previous example, MANS filed new requests [60] which
were rejected by APC because there were ongoing appeal proceedings on the same issue.
Finally, in May 2021, these data were published.

[59] MANS' requests no: 132400, 132401, 132402, 132403, 132404, 132405, 132406, 132407, 132408, 132409 i 132410, from 02.10.2020.
[60] MANS' requests no: 132755, 132756, 132757, 132758, 132759, 132760, 132761, 132762, 132763, 132764, 132765, from 23.11.2020,

Photo 39: Excerpt from APC's decision, 
no. 03-04-2321/2 from 15.10.2020

Photo 40: Excerpt from APC's decision, 
no.03-04-2626/8-2020 from 24.02.2021
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MANS also requested that APC publish all reports submitted to it by political entities, which are
not available on the institution's website. [61] APC acted in the same way as in the previous
example, thus, the information saw the light of day only several months after the elections.

[61] MANS' request number: 132399, from 02.10.2020

Photo 41: Excerpt from APC's decision, 
no. 03-04-2318/2 from 19.10.2020

Photo 42: Excerpt from APC's decision,
no. 03-04-2318/9-2020 from 04.03.2021
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6. 3. 

Limiting the monitoring of advertising 

in the election campaign

More detailed information that APC received from advertisers in the election

campaign was also published only seven months after the elections.

During the election campaign in 2020, MANS also requested a copy of the entire documentation
submitted to the Agency for Prevention of Corruption by all companies that published price lists
for advertising in the election campaign. [62]
 
The Agency refused to publish that information, explaining that it was subject to their control.
That decision was confirmed by the second-instance body, which rejected our appeal, therefore,
we filed a lawsuit upon which no verdict was passed until the completion of this analysis.
 
Similar to other proceedings, we filed a new request [63] after APC released a monitoring report
of the election campaign, which was allegedly an obstacle to the publishing of data. This request
was rejected by the Agency because the procedure on the request of the same content was in
progress. However, that decision was overturned on our appeal.

[62] MANS' request number:131914, from 13 August 2020
[63] MANS' request number: 132819, from 14.12.2020

Photo 43: Excerpt from APC's decision,
no. 03-04-2055/2 from 27.08.2020 Photo 44:Excerpt from APC's decision,

no. 03-04-2684/2 from 09.12.2020
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Finally, at the end of March this year, seven months after the elections, APC disclosed the
requested information.

Photo 45: Excerpt from APC's decision,
no. 03-04-2684/7-2020 from 10.03.2021

Photo 46: APC's act, 
no. 03-04-2684/10-2020 from 26.03.2021
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6. 4. 

Data on proceedings for determining violations 

of the law became public after eight months

Eight months after the elections, APC finally announced its decisions to initiate

proceedings to determine whether there were any violations of the law.

MANS requested that APC publish decisions on initiating proceedings to establish violations of
the law during the election campaign for the parliamentary elections. [64]

[64] MANS' request number: 132235, from 27.08.2020

Photo 47: APC's decision, no. 03-04-2128/2 from 11.08.2020

The Agency refused to submit them under 
the pretext that collecting the requested 
data into one whole implies compiling new 
information, which, as they claim, they are 
not obliged to do.
 
MANS filed complaints with the second 
instance body, claiming that access to 
information was unlawfully denied.
 
Namely, since compiling new information is 
not the same as searching for existing 
information, it is clear that the Agency 
unlawfully restricted access to the 
requested information. In addition, in its 
decisions, APC does not dispute at any time 
that it has the required documentation, but 
that the collection of all required information 
on the subject requests represents 
compilation of new information, so it is clear 
that the restriction of access is unfounded. 
By this logic of the Agency, any request for 
free access to information would be rejected 
because it involves searching of documents.
 
Our appeal was upheld and the Agency was 
ordered to make another decision on our 
request. The decision on the appeal states 
that the allegations of the first instance body 
are a blanket statement because such 
interpretation would undermine the essence 
of the Law on Free Access to Information, 
„because any request that requires the 
collection of documentation could be 
considered compiling new information, 
which is a sort of legal nonsense.“
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Eight months after the elections, 
APC provided us with a new 
decision stating that the data on 
the initiated proceedings related 
to the misuse of public resources 
were published on its website.

Photo 48: Excerpt from APC's decision, 
no. 03-04-2128/6-2020, from 19.04.2021
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6. 5. 

Entire content of misdemeanour proceedings 

initiated due to protection of the privacy 

of individuals deleted

The Agency hid the entire content of the requests for initiating misdemeanour

proceedings for violating the legal provisions related to the financing of the election

campaign, claiming that it thus protected personal data.

MANS requested that the Agency publish data on initiated misdemeanour proceedings related to
violations of the law regarding the misuse of public resources. [65]
 
As in the previous example, APC refused to provide the requested data, under the pretext that
their collecting implies the compilation of new information. That decision was overturned after
MANS' appeal.

Photo 49: Excerpt from APC's decision,
no. 03-04-2157/6-2020, from 20.04.2021

With the new decision, APC allowed us 
access to information related to legal 
entities, but not to proceedings against 
natural persons.
 
However, the Agency deleted 112 out of 
116 pages, claiming that access to them 
was restricted because they contained 
personal data, such as ID numbers, 
addresses, but also „the status of a 
natural person in a legal entity“. 
Therefore, they stated that only two of 
the 44 acts on initiating misdemeanour 
proceedings do not contain personal 
data, so they did not censor them.

Only two requests for initiating 
misdemeanour proceedings for 
violating the law during the election 
campaign were disclosed, while entire 
content was deleted from all the 
others, with the explanation that in that 
way personal data were protected.
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Photo 50: An example of one of the censored documents submitted by APC upon a request for access to information

Interestingly, APC demanded 6.8 euros for the costs of copying censored,

completely useless information.
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6. 6. 

Warnings and opinions sent 

only by phone

The Agency hid the warnings it had submitted to the entities subject to the law, with

the explanation that they were given exclusively verbally. If this is indeed true, then

APC does not use all legal mechanisms for law enforcement. APC stated that it

would not publish opinions on the application of the law given to the entities subject

to the law, because the collection of these documents would imply the compilation

of new information.

In one of the statements [66] during the election campaign, the Agency stated that it sent a
number of warnings, clarifications and opinions to the entities subject to the law, so we
requested copies of those documents. [67]
 
The Agency refused to submit the warnings, claiming that it did not have them because they
were not all given in writing. That act was annulled on appeal due to procedural reasons, so APC
issued a new decision and again rejected the request.

[66] See the statement of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption, dated 21.08.2020; 
Available at: https://www.antikorupcija.me/me/dogadjaji/2005290656-parlamentarni-izbori-2020/2008211309-saopstenje/ .
[67] MANS' request number: 132236, 132237 and 132238, from 27.08.2020

Photo 51: APC's response,
no. 03-04-2129/2 from 10.09.2020

Photo 52: Excerpt from APC's decision,
no. 03-04-2129/6 from 23.11.2020
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APC's responses state that not all warnings were given in writing, not that none of the warnings
were given in writing. In addition, in the Report on the conducted supervision during the election
campaign for the elections held on August 30, 2020 [68], APC stated that it sent 888 warnings to
the entities subject to the law, mostly for non-submitting or non-publishing of the report within
the prescribed deadline or in the prescribed manner.

[68] https://www.antikorupcija.me/media/documents/Izvjestaj_o_sprovedenom_nadzoru_u_toku_izborne_kampanje_2020._god_1.pdf .

Photo 54: Excerpt from APC's Decision no. 03-04-2131/6 from 30.11.2020

Photo 53: Excerpt from the Report on the conducted supervision during the election campaign 
for the elections held on August 30, APC

Therefore, it is incredible that the Agency has accurate data on the number of warnings
sent, without any of them being issued in writing so that it could be submitted upon
request for information.

The Agency acted in a similar 
way in the case of 
clarifications of the law, for 
which it stated were given 
over the phone and therefore 
did not exist in writing.
 
In its report, APC also stated a 
precise number of 719 legal 
advice and clarifications, all of 
which were allegedly given 
verbally or over the phone.
 
Since it is obvious that the 
Agency did not wish to publish 
the requested information, of 
which at least those submitted 
by e-mail must be in its 
possession, MANS filed an 
appeal. The appeal was not 
accepted, so we filed lawsuits 
upon which no verdicts were 
passed until the completion of 
this analysis.
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Photo 55: Excerpt from the Report on the conducted supervision during the election campaign 
for the elections held on August 30, APC



Photo 56: APC's decision, no. 03-04-2130/2 from 10.08.2020

APC refused to publish the 
opinions issued by that institution 
at the request of the authorities in 
the election campaign.
 
They explained that the 
„collection and compiling of all 
opinions“ adopted by APC 
„implies and represents the 
compilation of new information“.   

MANS filed an appeal against this 
decision in October, but until the 
end of May 2021, no decision was 
made upon it.
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